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John C. Bogle's The Little Book of Index Investing is a power-packed explanation of why

outperforming the market is an investor illusion. Instead, the founder of The Vanguard Groupâ€•the

man who's been called "the conscience of the investment industry"*â€•recommends a simple,

time-tested investment strategy that can deliver the greatest return to the greatest number of

investors: indexing. Why? Investing is a zero-sum game where transaction costs, taxes, poor

investment diversification, and poor market-timing (an affliction for most investors) hurts your

portfolio more than it helps. Indexing eliminates that hurt. Bottom-line, if you can't be an index, why

not invest in one? And you'll be all the happier and richer for it.*Time Magazine --This text refers to

the Audio CD edition.
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John Bogle created the world's first index fund in 1975. In this book, he describes why you should

make index funds the core of your investment portfolio.Bogle starts off with introducing index funds

through a parable that describes how middle-man costs in finance eat away at investors' profits. He

discusses why speculation doesn't work and why business reality (in his definition, divident yields

plus earnings growth) is more important that market expectation (changes in P/E based on what

investors are willing to pay for various equities).Bogle spends a few chapters discussing various

problems with regular actively managed mutual funds, covering issues with performance (he asserts

that less than 1% of all mutual funds were able to beat the market consistently over the past half



century), various costs (expense ratios, sales charges, advertising fees, turnover costs, tax

implications), poor market timing, and finally the difficulty of choosing a mutual fund (he states that

there's no good way to pick a fund, since we can't foretell the future, and past performance is not an

indicator of what's to come). He brings the reader to the "common sense" conclusion that index

funds, in their pure simplicity, are the logical choice for any investor, as they provide the diversified

return of the entire market with miniscule fees and minimal effort.The last few chapters cover bond

funds, ETFs, and a few pages of investment advice - which boils down to keeping at least 50% (if

not all) of your money in broad-market index funds. Interestingly, Bogle spends a chapter discussing

what Benjamin Graham would have thought about index funds, citing various quotes from Graham's

"The Intelligent Investor" and certain blurbs from Warren Buffet. He, of course, concludes that

Graham would have praised index funds.So, did I like the book? Yep.. it was pretty good. Bogle

writes very clearly and visibly tries to keep his discussions simple and to the point, so as to appeal

to the widest possible audience. And with good reason! Bogle's advice is very applicable to the

many individual investors today - index funds are a great low-cost and low-maintenance way to get

your share (or all, as Bogle suggests) of the market's return.To convince the reader, Bogle uses

many diagrams to illustrate returns of various mutual funds vs. index funds, and to compare what

your original investment would look like after a certain time - based on how it was invested. I found

an error in one of the diagrams - exhibit 10.1 (and the text around it) on page 108 lists the average

fund advisor return as $188,500 instead of $88,500. Not a big deal, but it slightly undermines the

point he's trying to make on that page. Overall, I feel that Bogle's diagrams illustrate some good

harsh realities - he clearly illustrates how a few percentage points (i.e. the costs associated with

actively managed mutual funds) can eat away enormous chunks of your money over time.To bring

more authority into his argument, Bogle provides a "Don't Take My Word for It" section at the end of

each chapter, where he quotes various respected investors and professors to support the points he

made in the chapter. I enjoyed this, but it's important to be aware that some quotes can often be

interpreted very differently outside a certain context.One very obvious issue with this book is that

Bogle is selling his own product - Vanguard's funds. He doesn't try to hide this in any way. He uses

Vanguard's funds in nearly all examples, and he often hints how his "world's first index fund" is the

greatest thing since sliced bread. You can't really blame the man - his contribution to the world of

finance and investing is enormous, and he damn well should be proud of his accomplishments. So I

think it's okay to cut Bogle some slack in this area.The book is short - about 215 small-size pages.

You can probably sit down and read it in a few solid hours. It also goes pretty quickly, as the

material is not dense and easy to follow. However, some may argue that the book is too long for



what it is trying to demonstrate. True, Bogle's advice really can be summed in just a few pages -

index funds are a great choice for the average investor. But I have to say that I enjoyed reading the

examples and history that he provides.In conclusion, I recommend this book to any individual

investor. While Bogle's advice is in no way eye-opening or revolutionary (chances are, you already

know that index funds are a very low-cost and low-maintenance way to diversify), it is good to

remind yourself the reasons why you should stay away from most actively managed mutual funds.

As Bogle describes, this is all common sense - but we're often blinded by flashy advertisements, hot

market sectors, and seemingly-reachable dollar signs. This book is a good reality check for the

average individual investors.I wish I could give this book 4.5 stars - but since I can't due to 's rating

system, I feel that it is more of a 4-star book rather than a 5-star one. It has solid advice, but it

should not be considered the end-all of investing, and some of the advice and quotations should be

taken with a grain of salt. Overall, however, it's a great and insightful read. I plan to buy a couple

extra copies to give to my family.Pros:+ quick and easy read+ lots of examples and diagrams to

demonstrate how high expense ratios and other hidden costs can devastate a portfolio's return+

some good basic investment advice: buy and hold, avoid emotional decisions, don't be enticed by

"new hot trends" (as by the time you find out about them, prices are already inflated), diversify into

the whole market, look into costs before buying, etc.+ great format - short chapters, useful data,

neat quotation sections at the end of each chapterCons:- some may be turned off by Bogle's plugs

for Vanguard funds (this didn't really bother me)- may seem lengthy to drive one main point home

(but keep in mind that there are quite a few good tid-bits scattered throughout the book)- take some

citations with a grain of salt

This latest book from Vanguard founder John Bogle is a gem. For those of us who are investment

junkies, his past works have been superb, but a little overwhelming for regular readers who need

their guidance in smaller and more direct terms.The Little Book of Common Sense Investing fills that

void. For Bogle fans, this is a summary of what we already know and you will not find a lot that is

dramatically new or different. For readers who need a stern lecture on what is right and what is

wrong, this is a perfect guide.One nice touch in this new book are a variety of quotes Bogle uses

that say "If you don't believe me" or "Don't take my word for it". He quotes Warren Buffet, Benjamin

Graham and other major figures that confirm the advice he gives is right.With all the large confusing

investment books on the market today, this one provides a small friendly guide that allows the

reader to focus on the behaviors that lead to success in investing. This is the finest new book on

investing in 2007 and a must read for all investors who need to cut through the noise to find the



truth. Thank you Mr. Bogle!Mike Kavanagh, CFP Ã‚Â®Atlanta, GA

Who better to make a straightforward argument for the index mutual fund than the man who

developed the first of its kind for Vanguard in 1975. The stock market offers the return of the

businesses it represents to investors. These returns are not received, because rather than 'buying'

the market with a fund that tracks those returns, investors are sold actively managed funds that try

to outperform the market and in the end dilute those returns with crippling fees and costs from

excessive trading. The argument has been made by other distinguished writers in recent years, but

investors will find this industry giant's take on the matter forceful.What's new is Bogle's sobering

expectations for future market returns. Over the past century companies have produced a 4.5%

dividend yield and a 5% earnings growth rate (9.5%) for investors - before actively managed fund

costs have stripped away much of that wealth. Today dividend yields on equities are under 2%.

Earnings growth rates in the future may or may not be lower than the historical average. What

seems apparent is that investors are less willing to pay for those earnings than they have in the past

- as measured by a decline in price earnings ratios. Bottom line: we may be looking at a period of

market returns of just 7-8%, and after all the "intermediary" costs of the mutual fund industry,

investors will see that return dramatically reduced. This is why costs matter. The index mutual fund

is the least expensive way to get the market's return into your pocket. Unfortunately, many 401 (k)

retirement plans do not include some of the key U.S. and international indexes recommended by

Bogle.Bogle's view of the flood of ETFs (exchange traded funds) that slice and dice markets into

specialized sectors is that they have only increased risk with the illusion that they have diversified it

away. They are a "wolf-in-sheep's clothing". That they can be so actively traded (long and short)

defeats the underlying idea of owning the market for its long-term gains. Ultimately ETFs fail to offer

the "quintessential" promise of a total stock market index fund to "earn [a] fair share of the stock

market's returns". He sarcastically suggests they carry warning labels. Industry insiders will sit-up at

Bogle's swipe at noted Wharton professor, Jeremy J. Siegel (author of the widely admired, STOCKS

FOR THE LONG RUN). Recently Siegel has helped promote a family of ETF securities that shift the

composition of the underlying indexes from a traditional capitalization weighted model to one that

emphasizes dividends. For Bogle, these are siren songs based on data mined ideas that my or may

not work in the future.
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